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Saviour.
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Prophetic: Increasing the Seer Anointing: Chapter 1

Your Spiritual Eyes Will Look Into the Supernatural Realms.

Eyes are for seeing. We are in a time when spiritual blindness is giving 
way to the open visions of the Seer prophets. Many are rushing in to the 
supernatural realms of God to gaze upon His majesty and to learn the 
secrets of those things that were, and are and those things yet to come. 
There is great grace being released by the Holy Spirit as He restores to the
earth the prophetic gifts of those ancient men and women of God who 
spoke for God. This current prophetic movement is rising too 
unprecedented levels and will increase in signs and wonders. The 
Prophetic Seer abilities can be developed in your life. Here's how.

There is a unique relationship that the Holy Spirit is calling every born 
again Believer into. This relationship is initiated through a personal 
experience of salvation and then a walking, living relationship with God in 
the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit desires to bring us into such close intimate 
relationship with Him that we hear what He is saying and see what He is 
doing. This is the Key to the prophetic Seer anointing being activated in 
your life. Therefore, spend time with Him in worship, in prayer and in 
waiting in His Presence. This sets the stage for visions, dreams and 
prophetic encounters. Having this relationship initiates prophetic journeys
into the supernatural realms of God.

Let me make this distinction. Prophetic Seers are different than word 
based Prophets. The word based prophet will move into the Holy Spirit 
realm and begin to open his mouth and the Holy Spirit will give the words 
and messages. These messages come forth from the inner spirit 
spontaneously. The Prophetic Seer on the other hand will see images, 
pictures and scenes. The Prophetic Seer will then describe,  explain and 
likely interpret what he sees. This becomes the prophetic message. How 
then can you develop this gift of seeing?

Almost without exception every person has the ability to formulate images
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of things familiar. For instance, if you were to describe in detail a favourite 
childhood memory, playground, picnic, event, family setting or place, your 
memory would likely access the visual, emotional and verbal information  
stored in your memory banks. This specific ability to see the memory 
images is what I want to identify here for you. The emotional and verbal 
information is also important. 

In this chapter we are dealing with developing your Seer Anointing 
abilities. The same ability to recall visual images is the same function that 
the Prophetic Seer accesses when entering the prophetic realm of the 
Holy Spirit. The Prophetic Seer instead of recalling a memory steps into a 
receiving mode. It is there in the visual mode that the Holy Spirit releases 
images or visions. These visions may be of past events at first. 

In fact the Holy Spirit will usually begin there because those are familiar 
scenes that you are sure of because you lived them. The Holy Spirit will 
then take you into a replay of events that may have occurred recently or 
today. He reviews them with us. Notice the word re view. This is actually 
what happens. The Holy Spirit will then begin to give us images of random 
events that possibly could happen tomorrow as we project our thoughts 
toward some specific task. He will train us in this if we listen and pay 
attention. When I first began to recognize this in my life I often named this 
future impression as a hunch. I called it this because I didn't have a name 
to call it. The Holy Spirit will test us on this and give us many 
confirmations in this so that our confidence and accuracy levels improve. 
These areas are all earth bound events and details that are part of the boot
camp training. The next phase is where the incredible begins to unfold 
before us.

The next phase is the journeys into the supernatural realms. This is where 
the eyes of your spirit and understanding began to gaze into the realms of 
God. Literally, the Holy Spirit will begin to take you into trances, visions 
and heavenly scenes. In these you will see Holy Angels, Heavenly Scenes 
and the Majestic Presence of the Lord. You will also see and gather up 
information from the Lord about earth events, details for your own benefit 
and for others. This is where the Holy Spirit wants to take us all. He wants 
every believer to live in both the natural realm and the supernatural realm. 
The Prophetic Seer anointing bridges the gap between the two realms. 

Here is a entry portal with advice, to quick start you in this. Take a 
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scripture verse and ask the Holy Spirit to reveal this to you in vision form. 
Let me suggest the following one because it is a verse that describes 
scenery. Look up and read John 5 and read verses 1- 5. (click Text) Now 
ask the Holy Spirit to give you a picture in your mind that matches this 
scene. Quiet yourself and began to receive that scenes details. Do this 
with other scenes until you can quickly receive what the Holy Spirit is 
giving you. Now go to a verse such as Daniel 10 : 5,6 or Acts 10 :11 -16 or 
others. Ask the Holy Spirit to show what these visions looked like. Receive
what He gives you. Next ask the Holy Spirit to reveal Jesus Christ to you 
and then the Heavenly Father and then His Plans for you. Ask Him to show
you what He wants you to do and say and how to walk with Him.

You will increase in this as you exercise your spirit eyes within and rely 
upon the Holy Spirit. If you ask the Heavenly Father for His good gifts He 
won't give you a stone nor a serpent. The Prophetic Seer  Anointing is 
being released in this season and you can enter into this part of His 
inheritance for you.   
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Prophecy:
Prophetic Seers are Predicting Change: Chapter 2

UNUSUAL SUPERNATURAL OCCURRENCES INCREASING:
This is what I hear the Lord saying:

Habakkuk 3:2 " Lord, I have heard of your fame; I stand in awe of your 
deeds; O Lord. Renew them in our day, in our time make them known; in 
wrath remember mercy.....
verse 3: God came....... His glory covered the heavens and His praise filled 
the earth.

I believe God is hearing the prayers and longings of all those who have 
faith in him. The cry for re- new- all  is meeting with the mercy heart of 
God. The earth is being prepared in an precedented way for an 
precedented inhabitation (not visitation) of the Lord's Presence in the 
earth. His splendour will be like the sunrise and rays will flash from His 
hands. His power will no longer be hidden but will manifest with attention 
grabbing awe through out the earth. He will scatter and break the 
strongholds of the enemy. He will stand and shake the nations. They will 
tremble as they see the fire and splendour in His eyes. He is coming to 
establish eternal sovereignty. He will reveal Himself by healing the sick, 
the blind, the lame, those with HIV, malaria, cancer and other terminal 
diseases just as His Son Jesus Christ did 2,000 years ago in the Middle 
East.

Many prophetic voices are in consensus about this one theme.  There are 
major releases of supernatural power soon to invade the normal. There 
will be an increased activity of dreams and visions that are significant 
intrusions by God into the ordinary lives of the man or woman next door.

Now is the time to fall into the depths of His intimate heart and love the 
Lord with all your heart, soul and mind. This will bring you into Oneness 
with Him and it positions you where you can see what God is saying. Take 
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a look at the Oracle of Habbakuk for some key scriptures. Notice 
particularly Chapter 2:1. He positioned himself on the wall in the 
watchman's tower so He could receive from God. This is the place where 
the guards on fortified cities would survey the approach to the city. 
Spiritually, as we come before the Lord and wait in His Presence it is like 
entering the fortress of the Lord. It is in His Secured Presence that we will 
receive impartation of revelation. Just as a watchman in a guard tower 
would be the first to spot an incoming courier/ messenger so with us. 
Habbukuk gets answers from the Lord regarding the refining judgements 
of the Lord to correct the strife, violence, injustice and evil pervading over 
the affairs of the nation. God tells him that the just will live by faith. (click) 
Scripture references. 
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Prophecy: 
The Power of the Prophetic Seer: Chapter Three

Eyes are for Seeing.

Most of us are familiar somewhat with the term spectrum. It is used to 
describe on a linear scale measurements of time, sound and light. Humans
function in a narrow segment of that total spectrum comprised of time, 
sound and light. We can only hear certain sound frequencies and see a 
certain range of light within the larger spectrum. Our time here in earths 
dimension is also a narrow slice of the time spectrum in contrast to 
eternity forever. I want to present some thoughts to you today about the 
light and visual spectrum. Understanding it will help you to see beyond the
physical limitations of natural eyesight into the fascinating realm of 
prophetic revelation. It is there the prophet and prophetess go to receive 
supernatural downloads.

I want to describe a significant dream the Lord gave me three years ago. I 
awakened into this dream fully alert and saw in the distance Jesus. He was
clothed in radiant atmosphere. The distance at that  point between us was 
rapidly closing. I am not sure if He was moving toward me or I toward Him.
As this distance closed He increasingly became brighter and more radiant.
Power, energy and light was flowing out of Him. His Presence became so 
radiant that all I could see was a diffused image within His countenance. 
Then when we were within ten or so feet of each other He suddenly 
disappeared. However, He spoke to me and said “ I Am still with you. I 
have merely stepped out of your visual spectrum. This is what I did in the 
room when I first met with the disciples after My resurrection. I stepped 
into their visual spectrum, ate with them, instructed them and then I 
stepped out of their visual spectrum. They thought I left but I merely was 
out of their visual spectrum. This is how I operate in My Kingdom beyond 
the natural spectrum of human sight and sound. But I never leave My 
people. I Am always close at hand. In this form I Am able to also live within
them in My Holy Spirit.”
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My dream contained a few other details. He also explained the impartation 
of healing. When people ask and believe they will receive their healing. In 
God's realm the prayer of faith when spoken here on earth actually creates
the provision there. I once saw this in a vision of Heaven. There were 
spiritual body parts being created there that were made of spiritual 
substance. These spiritual body parts looked like light and I could see 
through them but because they were not material they could be imparted 
into a sick person here on earth in response to faith. When implanted in 
the sick body they would correct the infirmity or sickness. Some 
afflictions are demonic and that requires the prayer of deliverance for 
remedy. However, this is also the same principal that spirits of infirmity 
use to implant disease and infirmity into someone.

What I want to emphasize here is that the spiritual realms are outside the 
natural visual, time and sound spectrum. The human spirit has the 
capability in a smaller measure to engage the larger spectrum through the 
help given to us by the Holy Spirit. Thankfully God the Holy Spirit does 
step into our natural visual, sound and time spectrum to engage us in God
encounters. He however, gives us the invitation to come into His realm to 
also engage Him in spiritual intimacy and worship. To engage Him with 
dialogue, revelation and relationship. It is into this realm that prophet and 
prophetess receive their insight and prophetic ministry.

How then can you or I activate the ability to see with the prophetic eyes of 
the seer? We simply need to ask the Holy Spirit to open the eyes of our 
understanding so that we can see into that realm. He will sensitize us to 
His realm so that we can gaze into His realm at will. He will activate the 
inner eyes of the spirit within us to receive visual images, pictures, 
storyboards and scenes. He will also open the inner ears of the spirit to 
hear what He is saying to us and to others that we are to speak to on His 
behalf. Begin to pray the (click) Ephesian 1:18, 19 prayer found in the 
scriptures for God wants us to have the eyes of the seer prophet so we are
equipped to see His destiny fulfilled in our lives.
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Prophecy:
Supernatural Portals are Open: Chapter 4

Prophetic Journeys into God's Realm

Gone is the saying “God is far away.” Many prophetic seers are 
rediscovering entrance ways or portals into the Spiritual Realms. These 
Spiritual Realms are beyond the physical three dimensional world that all 
of us function in every day. They are not delusions or embellishments of 
fantasy. Many prophetic seers are regularly encountering the supernatural 
Presence of God's Kingdom. The Holy scriptures record that many of the 
ancient prophets experienced similar journeys and encounters. These 
scriptural references serve as a model and bring authenticity to what is 
occurring now. Although, it must be said that not every encounter can be 
endorsed or authenticated by the scriptures. Nor can authentic 
experiences be put into the lab for clinical analysis.

What is evident is that there is a great increase in prophetic activity. It 
seems that a new season is upon us and it is a world wide phenomena. I 
have personally observed this occurring in South Africa, Mozambique, 
Ghana, Brazil, Canada and United States.  People from other countries 
report the same. What is the relevance of this? One thing for sure, is that if
you have a desire to step on the “On Ramp” then you can enter into an 
encounter yourself. What will you experience? Well, for Beginners it 
usually is an increase in significant dreams and visions. For the 
Seasoned, the encounter level is much more intense. Prolonged sessions 
of trances, out of body experiences, angelic escorts taking you to 
heavenly realms, angelic messengers downloading information to equip 
you and other experiences that can only be described as incredible energy
and power releases over your being.

I am one of those who have stepped onto the “On Ramp” many occasions.
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His love and mercy is very addictive so I keep going for more. You can too 
if you want this. What I am speaking about is encounters that you can 
have when you trust in Jesus Christ. Invite Him to reveal Himself to you 
and then “lean into it” and be receptive to what He brings you into. There 
are also “on ramps” into the dark realms and those you need to avoid. My 
advice is to go for the “good” and put aside the evil.

Today's theatre lineups attest to the growing interest in the supernatural 
realms and God is matching that interest with real life encounters. He in 
fact has used the movie industry to create hunger for what He can 
satisfy..... Intimacy with Him in relationship.
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Prophecy:
Stepping into the Prophetic Realm: Chapter 5

Supernatural Encounters with God

There are many portals into the supernatural and many have accessed 
them.

In this chapter I want to address the “how” to this very intriguing 
opportunity. For those who want to be taken out of the grid of what they 
have experienced in their relationship with God this chapter will contribute
to discovering a new realm that is available for you.

Let me jump right into this subject because I am limited by space 
editorially in this article. You may ask, How can I experience spiritual 
intimate encounters with the Lord and His Kingdom? Let me lay this 
foundation for you so you 
are positioned to receive from God. These are not in a set order but 
need to be in place in your relationship with God.

 **Come to the Lord often to worship Him. Spend time there. Don’t 
rush. Let the Holy Spirit lead you in this time of communion. This is 
not about bringing prayer lists before Him but about spending time 
with Him. Get past all the distractions that we are prone to in the 
mind. Distractions in the mind will subside and you will feel His peace 
fill your mind. 
 **As I sense worship rising in my spirit, I yield to that. I speak or softly 
sing in the spirit. Often soft worship playing in the room will set the 
spiritual atmosphere. This is about ministering to Him not about 
getting something from Him. This is about love and expressing that 
love to Him. He is looking for lovers and you can be one by 
expressing that devotion to Him. 
** While in His presence I usually have my Bible close at hand 
because He may bring a passage to mind or lead me to one that He 
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wants to communicate to me about. I follow Him there and receive 
what He is saying. He may show you sinfulness and when He does 
Deal with it. Be vulnerable. Drop your guards and let Him examine 
you. His blood will wash it away immediately if you confess this to 
Him. Other times He will reveal something that you never saw in 
those scriptures before. 
** Be receptive. He uses the same faculties of communication that 
you use in the natural. Hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, touching. I 
have experienced God’s presence or what He is communicating on 
all these levels. If you read the scriptures carefully you will see the 
precedents there in the experiences of God’s people as they 
encounter God.

**As you position yourself before the Presence of the Lord in this manner 
The Holy Spirit will download prophetic encounters on you.  
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Prophecy:

Dreaming the Dreams of God: Chapter 6

God is definitely speaking through dreams in this season.

During day time our attention is often focused on the day's activities and 
therefore not sensitive or receptive to the intervention of God type 
encounters. God therefore, breaks into our dreams at night to 
communicate with us about our destiny. God is a good God and He is 
releasing prophetic dreams that lay out His plans for our life journey.

In this article I want to address how to optimize your dream encounters 
with God. Let me make some practical suggestions. Keep a notepad or 
small dream diary with a pen on your night stand. If you easily forget 
dreams then jot the main scenes down quickly while details are fresh. In 
the morning fill in additional details. Give this dream a name or define its 
theme or events. Begin to pray into some of the details of the dream to see
what its message is. The Holy Spirit who gives us dreams will help us to 
understand their purpose.

Symbols in dreams are often mysterious. That is, their meaning is not 
apparent. However, as a general guideline the symbols/pictures meaning 
is usually found in its purpose or activity. What does this object or thing 
accomplish? Examine the purpose or activity of the symbol and decide 
what that means to you. For example, a fruit bearing tree in a dream 
indicates a season of productivity. A dream that includes a vehicle of 
transportation usually symbolizes a means of achieving a purpose. 
Something that will take you from point A to point B in your journey. 
People will often encounter scenes or settings that are very customized. 
Scenes that could only be understood by them because the Holy Spirit 
uses scenes only that person would recognize.

There may also be quick transitions in dreams from past events into future
and then back to present events. When you review dreams that you have 
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journaled; sort out the events according to time frames. The interpretation 
of the dream may be found only as you chronicle them on this sort of time 
line. One dream could be using scenes from the past, merging those with 
the present and then projecting results for the future. The Holy Spirit often 
uses familiar scenes of the past to show you the outcome in the future.

Dreams often come in sequels. Where the message in the sequence can 
only be understood when all the dreams are reviewed, not just one dream 
in the sequel. I am a proponent of journaling dreams because of this fact. 
Doing this will help you to address issues that continue to surface and 
make the applications that are being revealed in the dreams. Journaling 
your dreams will also give you a point of reference for future decisions 
because there often is a future or foretelling aspect inherent in dreams. 
Dreams may include a prophetic element that we need to follow through 
on to see the prediction accomplished. When negative or destructive 
scenes are shown to us then we need to respond to that with purpose and 
preventative actions. One lady (after the event) shared that she had a 
dream about getting a traffic ticket from a police officer because she failed
to make a proper signal when turning at an intersection. Sure enough the 
next day she gets pulled over after making an improper turn at an 
intersection. It wasn't until she had the ticket in her hand that she realized 
the dream was preventative information that the Lord gave her the night 
before. My advice is to utilize the dreams that you receive and then 
implement them as part of your life plan.
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Prophetic:

Visions and Trances: Chapter 7

Portals in the Supernatural Realm.

Most prophets can see better with their eyes closed. When they position 
themselves in the receptive mode they first of all shut out the natural 
distractions that come through the natural eyes. It is there in their spirit 
they gaze through the inner eyes of the spirit and receive visions and go 
into trances.

How can you develop this ability and begin to experience visions and 
trances? Born again Spirit filled Believers should be experiencing this 
regularly. Let me first describe what the inner eyes of the spirit are. They 
are the internal ability of your spirit to envision or image a person, place or
thought. When you invite the Holy Spirit to conduct that process then He 
will lead you into God given visions and trances. He will cause you to 
ascend beyond the containment of your physical body into the realms of 
God. At this point all you have to do is follow the images and His 
Presence. Many will find this difficult at first but He will help you if you 
allow time and then practise this process in His Presence.

Often it is helpful to spend time in prayer first because it is very common 
to experience a lot of distractions. Like the laundry you forgot to put in or 
the Saturday morning outing coming up or any number of other "to do 
items." Write these down on a notepad so you can move on to what you 
want to do now in the Presence of the Holy Spirit. Invite the Holy Spirit into
your mind and spirit. Ask Him to reveal Himself to you so you are able to 
hear and see. Jesus said in Matthew 13:16 " Blessed are your eyes 
because they see and blessed are your ears because they hear." This is 
what the Holy Spirit wants to develop in your life. This ability to see and 
hear what God is saying.

From a practical stand point this positioning will work best if you are alone
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in a quiet setting. Without the television or other natural stimuli producing 
disruptions. The Holy Spirit will need your attention foremost as He 
heightens your sensitivity. He may ask you to walk with Him through a 
time of deprogramming. This may include secluding yourself away from 
visual media such as magazines, DVD's and television. These all are very 
rich visually but are inbound only. What He wants to develop is your ability
to see supernaturally on an outward spectrum . So be open to this 
seclusion phase.

One of the first development sessions He will take you through is a walk 
through your memories. Some people will want to avoid this because of 
painful events. However, you will find that His purpose in leading you there
is to remove mental firewalls or blocks there that hinder you from having 
prophetic experiences. Again, trust the Holy Spirit. As He moves you 
through your memories He is actually tuning your spiritual eyes to focus 
on content.

What will begin to happen after the reviewing of memory phase is that He 
will begin to shift your visual experiences from strictly memories into 
scenes that either build on those memories or create completely new 
scenes. Now you are beginning to develop the Seer anointing of the 
Prophetic. When you yield yourself to the Holy Spirit in this way He will 
cultivate your abilities to see and hear through your spirit beyond the 
natural. As you return to this place with the Holy Spirit He will take you on 
prophetic journeys. There you will have visions and trances that are God 
induced and will be of great benefit to you in so many ways.

Lastly, pray about this. Ask Him for an increase of revelation so that you 
can know Him. He wants to reveal Himself to you so take the opportunity 
to move into a supernatural lifestyle and walk with God This kind of 
supernatural lifestyle is becoming more and more common as God's 
people press forward into the promises made in His Word. Act 2:17 And it 
shall be in the last days, saith God, I will pour forth of My Spirit upon all 
flesh: And your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, And your young 
men shall see visions, And your old men shall dream dreams: 
Act 2:18 Yea and on My servants and on My handmaidens in those days 
Will I pour forth of My Spirit; and they shall prophesy.

This supernatural lifestyle is part of your inheritance but you need to 
pursue it. The Holy Spirit is the Key so work with Him on developing your 
prophetic abilities.
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Prophecy:
Downloading Supernatural Revelation: Chapter 8

Words of Knowledge and Words of Wisdom.

There is a wave of supernatural revelation rising in the earth. It will come 
through regiments of prophets and prophetesses now being equipped. 
They will surface to speak destiny over people groups, cities, regions and 
nations. They will operate with a Holy Spirit given purpose and clarity. 
They will not only network through the Internet but through a spiritual 
gateway linked into the Kingdom of God. These men and women will 
manifest the power of Heaven and speak with the authority and voice of 
Father God. They will effect change for better in the church world which is 
rife with shortcomings and  astound governments with their counsel.

This chapter will focus on the revelatory gifts of the Holy Spirit and how 
they distinctly operate. These three revelatory gifts are called Prophecy, 
Word of Knowledge and Word of Wisdom. I will define them  for you. All 
three are supernatural gifts activated by the Holy Spirit and can be 
received if you ask Him for them.

Words of Knowledge  click ( 1 Corinthians 12:1-11) are supernatural details
given by the Holy Spirit and expressed through a yielded representative. 
They are words describing past or current conditions, circumstances or 
needs. This knowledge would be naturally not known by the speaker and 
has the purpose of building faith in the listener.

Prophecy is a gift of the Holy Spirit where information is proclaimed to 
build up, cheer up and comfort others. It often proclaims events or 
circumstances yet to come in the future. This strengthens the listener and 
releases God's destiny and purposes into earth. It is the voice of the 
Father perfectly speaking through a human vessel but prone to weakness 
and error.
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Words of Wisdom are supernatural counsel, remedies and solutions on 
how, when and where to apply God's direction in life's circumstances. A 
necessary gift of application after knowledge is given or prophecy is 
spoken.

The promise has been given that if you ask, you will receive. If you desire 
spiritual gifts then ask and they will become active in your life. Part of your
training in these gifts will be activation of the gift and confirmation that it 
is operating. The Holy Spirit gives us many trial runs so our sensitivity and
confidence increases. He will teach us and instruct us. Then He will 
counsel us and watch over us so that we successfully deliver what He 
wants to reveal.

If this subject is all new to you, you may recognize something here. You 
may realize that you have already experienced some measures of these 
gifts but have not understood what was going on. You may have thought it
was a hunch or just premonition or your own thoughts. My advice is that 
you ask for more and then trust the Holy Spirit. He is the source and He 
wants to release revelation from Heaven into the earth. You can (re 
present) represent the plans, purposes and destiny of God the Father and 
bring Honor to Jesus Christ as you yield to His Presence. Revelatory gifts 
will take you into the Heavenly realms. He will take you into trances, 
visions and dreams. You will also see Holy Angels because they are often 
part of the revelatory delivery service in the kingdom of God. You can 
become part of the regiments of prophets and prophetesses being trained 
and soon to take precedence in the world's focus.
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Prev.... Next

Prophecy : The Auditory and Visual Dimensions: Chapter 9

Recognizing Your Prophetic Function.

A prophetess and prophet will normally operate in their prophetic gift from
within two communication functions. Their gift will be activated by the 
Holy Spirit from the auditory or the visual spheres. This  chapter will help 
you discover and understand your dominant sphere. By that, I mean the 
most common internal process through which the gift of prophecy will be 
activated. Many beginners will experience frustration until they recognize 
the uniqueness of how they personally are being activated in the 
prophetic. Here is an opening word of advice: don't compare yourself to 
others. If you operate at any level of prophetic function that gift will be 
uniquely formatted to flow through you. You can not be someone else nor 
can they exactly model what the Holy Spirit is doing through you. Roses 
can be recognized for their distinctive floral qualities and by virtue of this 
are grouped into the rose family. Yet each individual rose plant holds 
minute definitions that make it one of a kind. Likewise this uniqueness is 
true in the prophetic forum.

I define the function of  the Auditory realm as follows:

In this dominant function a prophetic message will come to the recipient in
words, thought patterns, sentences or whole completed editions. The 
recipient will then speak forth the message that he or she is hearing.

I define the function of the Visual realm as follows:

In this dominant function a prophetic message will come to the recipient in
pictures, scenes, live streaming and storyboard. The recipient will then 
describe what the images are showing and that becomes the prophetic 
message.
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In the scriptures we have examples of both types of prophetic function. 
Some prophets would be called seers because they functioned in the 
visual dimension. Others would receive the word of the Lord and were 
auditory based in their function. In Isaiah chapter six the prophet sees the 
Lord high and lifted up and is a clear example of the visual medium 
operating. In Micah chapter one verse one, the prophet receives a word 
from the Lord which were often called oracles from the Lord. This is an 
example of the prophet functioning in the auditory dimension.

Prophets today will usually function out of either the auditory or the visual.
If you tend to compose a letter from word patterns then your dominant 
strength is in the auditory. You will usually receive prophetic messages in 
that fashion. On the other hand if you compose a letter from visual 
concepts then your dominant strength is in the visual. This will help clarify
why some people new to prophetic venues will often say in frustration “ 
Oh, I seldom have visions or dreams,” yet they will have a well developed 
ability to communicate and articulate concepts. This is how this auditory 
person will receive prophetic downloads. Each type should be aware of 
the auditory and visual dimensions and ask the Holy Spirit to sharpen their
abilities in their area of strength so they can enter into prophetic 
experiences.

At times both the auditory and visual realms overlap. Let me share a 
personal example here before I close. Recently, at night I had a dream. I 
saw Jesus off in the distance but moving rapidly toward me. He was 
clothed with radiant light and glory. In seconds the gap between us 
narrowed but as He approached He was increasingly becoming brighter to
the point that He appeared like lightening. At last   all I could see was the 
outline of His Presence in the background of this tremendous release of 
pure white, radiant light that streamed from Him. I could feel this light 
going right through me. When He came very close to me He suddenly 
disappeared but then spoke to me. “ I Am still with you. I have merely 
passed out of your visual spectrum but I have come to speak with you.” 
He further explained,  “What you just observed is what happened in the 
upper room after My resurrection. The disciples suddenly saw Me 
standing in their midst because I stepped into their visual spectrum. I 
talked to them and ate with them. Then I stepped out of their visual 
spectrum. They felt I left but I never leave. I only step in or out of the 
human visual spectrum so that visually people can encounter Me.” 
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He then went on to speak to me about the transference of spiritual 
provision. That all provisions exist in Heaven and appear there in a light 
like form. When someone on earth has faith for that provision that faith 
draws the provision into the natural earth dimension where it takes on 
substance.

In this dream both visual and auditory dimensions where operating. It is 
my opinion that every prophetic person will encounter both of these 
distinctive realms as the Holy Spirit releases His prophetic power. 
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Prev... Next

Prophecy: Prophetic Symbols: Chapter 10

Understanding the Pictorial Images of God.

Perhaps you have experienced dreams, visions and had prophecy spoken 
over you life. Some of it may have been very clear, while other elements 
were full of mystery. The prophetic language of God can take many forms 
and be expressed in various images. God is now revealing the meaning of 
His pictorial language so that His people can understand what He is 
releasing through the prophetic realm. It would take a complete book to 
fully cover this subject but in this article I want to lay down a few 
principles and share some examples that will help you.

Let me recommend first that when you have a dream, a prophetic vision or
receive a prophetic word to always write it down. Otherwise, many details 
can be completely lost within a short time. If you received a prophetic 
word from a prophet(tess) then ask them to explain what they saw and the 
sense of what they felt. If it was a vision or dream, I recommend you make 
descriptive notes. You then  can search your Bible for any of the images or
pictorial types to see what that image conveyed in the scriptures. There 
are many electronic Bibles for free on line that include word searches and 
study helps so these can be very helpful.

It is important to prayerfully ask the Holy Spirit to bring understanding to 
you. He authored the dream so He has the details. He does however, work 
with details that will make sense to you. He often uses experiences, 
memories and settings that are unique to you alone. Someone else would 
not understand them in the same light as you. For instance, seeing a hot 
stove may bring a sense of warmth, family, comfort and peace to 
someone. For another person seeing a hot stove in a dream may create 
feelings of fear or pain because they were badly burnt when they fell 
against a stove as a child. In these scenarios God may be leading the first 
person into comfort, sense of security or relationship. In the second 
example, God may be inviting that person into freedom from childhood 
fears. So ask Him to identify areas that may reveal a deeper work of 
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restoration within you.

Let me focus on images. There are so many images in the Bible that God 
used, so reference these in a concordance. See if they relate to what you 
received. Jesus often used parables which are illustrations that contain a 
spiritual truth. A lamp represents light and guidance, whereas a net would 
represent harvest. Acquaint yourself with these through word searches 
and note the application, if any to your encounter. 

When interpreting a dream it is important to look at the emotional, spiritual
and circumstantial content within that dream. Was it frightening, peaceful, 
encouraging or threatening? Did details provide direction or promise of 
provision? Was the dream detailing issues to pray about? Was the dream 
a training module in which the Lord put you through a test or equipping 
session?  Ask questions - why this and not that? Some unresolved issues 
in dreams are unimportant. If there were details you didn't notice (like 
color or size etc.) they probably were unimportant.

Let's look at some dream symbolism examples:

Prophetic Symbolism
Dress style in clothing:

open collar = open, nothing hidden, relaxed, informal plans, 
white shirt = formal, rigid, leadership, management, 
suit =  formal, rigid, business
plaid shirt = casual, not rigid, working on a project.
Likewise: Ladies apparel would generally represent the same in 
formal to less formal.

Numbers:
1   - unity, God
2   - double blessing or anointing, or two confirmations.
3   - trinity - divine perfection
4   - earth number, 4 seasons, or four directions.
5   - grace
6   - number of man, 666 represents men in league with the world, flesh 

and devil or an Unholy Trinity.
7   - perfection or God.
8   - resurrection, new beg, # of Jesus
9   - divine # (3 squared), # of Holy Spirit, also judgement, evangelism
10 - world # (10 horns of beast,10 toes on statue)
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11 - incomplete, not yet a government, prophetic anointing
12 - governmental perfection/authority
13 - sin #, speaks of rebellion

Animals
Horse - power, physical issues that are going to come as in 

Revelation with the four horses of judgement.
White horse - the Lord's message (Revelation when He sat on a white 

horse)
                   Also the highest form of power that is established by God.
Elephant - great power and strength, nothing stops them, never 

forgets.
Predators - animals that prey on others represent usually represent 

inner fears of that animal. They can often indicate an 
attack of the enemy in the form of that animal. A lion can 
represent Jesus as the “Lion of Judah” or could represent
Satan as a roaring lion seeking or someone to attack. The 
context of the dream would clearly show which Lion is in a
dream.

Snakes- serpents, spiders, scorpions, dragons, vampires etc. All 
represent agents of the occult.

Transportation
Vehicles (bikes, boats, aircraft, trains, buses etc.) usually symbolize 
ministry of some kind, life journey or destiny. The speed is also important 
because it defines time of getting from departure (as in right now) to the 
arrival (when God brings the fulfilment).

Subway - underground, unseen, sometimes it may surface for a bit then 
go down again, behind the scenes, hidden

Train - a train sometimes represents training (play on words) but most 
forms of transportation represent ministry.

Air plane - higher spiritual elevation, rising up higher,  higher level ministry
OR

              things you are going to do in the Spirit, although rising on an 
eagle is a more common image for this.

Old car - older form of ministry, could even be old wine skin.
New car - could be faster, slicker (positive or negative,) cutting edge, 
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more efficient and effective.
Truck - used for hauling things to different locations, bringing supplies 

back & forth.
Ocean- large influences  over people, ministry with a large influence. 
Liners The ocean represents people,nations
Other Prophetic Symbols:
Gates of hell -  Satan may have access points in your life. Don't 

open them.

7 trumpets of 
Revelation. - 7 great messages of the Kingdom.

Balls - Usually seen in various shades of color. Often means  
Spheres completeness, well rounded plans or 

well thought out.

Walls - can be protection or walls we put up to protect ourselves 
from perceived danger (they can close us in or keep out 
danger.)

Scene - Usually means transition in time, place or responsibilities.
Change 

Being - (in the dream or flying) This is the observation position.
up in the air  Could mean You're not there yet, or just observing. 

Notice:  
In 2 Kings 5: 25-27 Elisha describes to his servant that he went with him 
(in the spirit) and saw that he had taken the gifts from Naaman. The 
Prophet Ezekiel also describes being taken up by the Spirit and being set 
down in other places, so He could see or make prophetic declarations for 
the Lord. Ezekiel 37:1, 2 and Ezekiel chapter 40. 

Kitchen - Is the place of preparing food, spiritual nourishment being 
prepared

Cupboard/ - storage for things you are about to use.
pantry 
Other storage - attic, where you store things not likely to be
places used again but you want to keep for sentimental value or 
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perhaps they are valuable. Other storage places are 
not so hard to get to for things you use, but not so often.

Tree - the cross of Jesus, or trees with fruit on them may refer to 
your attributes. 

Prophetic - When a prophetic person is in a dream with you it's
people because you are in a training time and he/she is a mentor.

Women - often represent churches.

Ocean - sea - people, nations.

Luggage -  represents something valuable that you need. If you left it 
behind there is something back there unfinished that still 
needs done. If you've taken the luggage with you it's 
something you're going to do. Luggage can be

               very important.

Faceless - often represent angels who represent someone or 
people some thing. A messenger bringing a word or doing an act. 

Could also be the Holy Spirit. Or the nameless, faceless - 
His kids.

Fountains- streams, rivers - Holy Spirit

Clean water- revelatory truth

The Mt. - where God rules from. It's His will being done from 
of the Lord this location. The place it radiates from.

Honey- revelation

Forest- confusion

Trees- leadership

Olive tree- anointed ministry

Almond tree - leadership, also Israel
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Blooming - God's approval (as when Aaron's rod budded 
almond tree showing God' approval of his leadership) When the 

almond tree is blooming in Israel,it is a time of favor that 
we as His Body can experience. 

2nd floor - 2nd heavens
5 fingers - from thumb to little finger represents apostle,prophets, 

evangelists, pastors, teachers, in that order.

stirring up - it's starting to happen now, not sitting but still waiting.

things coming- things coming in (the house for example) are coming in 
&going (birds flying into a house or packages being delivered to a 

house are things coming in.) things going out are leaving 
(such as a person, family, a ministry etc.)

As you see, there are many symbols that come into dreams, visions or 
prophetic trances. The above are just a few examples. There are many 
other Prophetic Symbols that can be unique to a culture, as well. Wisdom 
and understanding is one of the attributes of the Holy Spirit so you can 
ask Him for clarity in the Prophetic Symbols that may appear in your 
dream, vision or trance. If you need consultation then contact me.
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Prev... Next

Prophecy: Prophetic Music: Chapter 11

Opening the Prophetic and Angelic Realm.

You may be wondering what does music have to do with the Seer 
Anointing? Well, it has a great influence on activating the prophetic seer 
anointing. It creates an atmosphere and by connecting you to the realm of 
the Holy Spirit.

One powerful dimension that the Holy Spirit is releasing through prophecy
now is prophetic music. If you are a musician, a worship leader or in 
leadership you need to understand the dynamics of this powerful release 
occurring in the prophetic realm. This release of power happens 
corporately and it also can happen in the secrecy of your bed room in the 
Presence of God. Read this article, if you want to release Prophetic Music 
to open the Angelic Realm.

Let me issue a caution here. God is God and worthy of praise. Holy Angels
will not receive your worship or entertain you with their power. Fallen 
Angels will do this and often entrap those who solicit their power or 
access their dark realm. Let me proceed then with you into this dynamic 
work of the Holy Spirit.

God has created music for the expression of the soul and spirit. Music can
be used for many purposes both good or evil, as it serves as a medium of 
communication. In the specific areas of worship and praise, music and its 
lyrics have a dynamic role to play in our relationship with God. The Holy 
Spirit continues to inspire song writers and musicians with thousands of 
new songs for God's people to express their adoration before Him. Music 
and its lyrics can be sung in the language of the worshippers or it can be 
song in the language that the Holy Spirit releases. One can be just as 
inspired as the other. However, singing in the language of the Holy Spirit 
will often open a supernatural portal through which the Prophetic and 
Angelic Realm can be released. Let's talk about this.
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Singing under the influence of the Holy Spirit in an unknown language is a 
very powerful expression. It by passes the mind, traditions and rituals. It 
connects your inner spirit with the Holy Spirit. He then takes you into a 
higher dimension of God's Presence. It is a more perfect expression of 
worship because it is spirit to Spirit. However, worshippers or worship 
leaders can often miss the timing or leading of the Holy Spirit in this. 

Most musicians and worship leaders plan for a transition or a bridge 
between songs. A transition usually consists of a bar or two of notes or 
chords that lead to the next song. It may include a key change as well. 
This is often the entrance place for the Holy Spirit to insert an inspired 
prophetic song understood in the language of the people or a song in an 
unknown language. This insertion, if followed by the worship leader and 
musicians can bring an open heaven over the meeting. It can release the 
supernatural Presence of God. Prophetic and Angelic ministry can be 
released during this time. However, some leaders miss this because they 
are afraid to lose control or maybe uncertain about what is happening. 
Some musicians can put a cap on what the Holy Spirit is trying to do by 
continuing to play the music of the last song or move too quickly to the 
next song they had cued up on their list. This stifles the flow of the Holy 
Spirit.  I have seen vocalists in a worship group/band follow the Holy Spirit
into a prophetic song or song of the Spirit and then have to stop that flow 
because the musicians were pegged to the music on the list. The opposite 
can also occur. Musicians can come under this anointing to prophesy on 
their instruments and have the vocalist shut it down. I can recall examples 
of both scenarios happening. So all worship team members need to talk 
about how to respond and what to do when the Holy Spirit inserts 
spontaneous prophetic songs or songs of the Spirit into the set. As a 
worship team they need a lead person and that lead person needs to set 
some guidelines and prompts for the band to follow to allow the Holy 
Spirit freedom in this area. A musician(s) need to play a few simple chords 
to accompany the vocalist if the vocalist is leading in a prophetic song of 
the Spirit. Likewise the vocalist can give room for the musicians to have a 
Holy Ghost lead jam session. Both  if directed by the Holy Spirit can 
release the Presence and power of God.

Honest mistakes will be made and the Holy Spirit will work around that. 
Intentional disobedience will not receive the same kind of grace for long.

I have been in worship settings were leaders were sensitive to the Holy 
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Spirit and they were not only ready for His move but they embraced His 
leading. The release of the Holy Spirit's power was so powerful. People 
were overwhelmed in some cases and could not stand in His Presence. 
Others were instantly healed while others received visions and prophetic 
encounters with God. Angels began to minister to people in these settings.
In some of those settings Angels were seen by many (adults and children).
People felt unseen hands placed on them. This is what can happen when 
worship takes that shift from great worship into a Holy Spirit lead 
prophetic expression that releases heaven. I have seen vocalists and 
musicians become so saturated with His Presence and power that they 
shook under His power. Some fell to the stage floor and went into trances 
and visions that changed their whole destiny.

Let's bring it on in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Now, what is so wonderful about this is that it works in your private place 
of prayer and worship. Let the Holy Spirit lead you into the same 
dimension. Sing and prophesy in the Spirit. |The Prophetic and Angelic 
Realm will swirl around you and bring you into encounters with God.
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Prophecy: 
Supernatural Encounters for Your Children: Chapter 12

Lead Your Kids int the Supernatural.

In this chapter I want to show parents how to lead their sons and 
daughters in supernatural prophetic encounters with God. Your child will 
have been introduced to supernatural concepts and perhaps realities 
through their exposure to DVDs, videos and television. Many churches are
now moving forward into the realms of the Holy Spirit as well and that is 
impacting the younger generation. Some  kids may have already had some
experiences with the occult and the dark side. Others may have 
experienced visions and angelic visitations. This is not uncommon in 
todays world. Parents can take the initiative in leading their children into 
the supernatural. Although sometimes the kids are better equipped to lead
the parents because of their receptivity and untarnished faith capabilities.

Let me preface what I share in this chapter by saying that I am speaking 
about encounters with God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy 
Spirit. We find salvation through faith in the shed blood of Jesus 
personally and become hosts of the Holy Spirit who comes to live within 
us. This starting place being clarified let me address how parents of like 
faith and commitment can lead their kids into supernatural encounters 
with God. I am also directing my comments to parents with children 
between 5 and 12 years of age. Be flexible and do the following:

● Set aside a quiet time where you as parent can have some one on 
one dialogue with your son or daughter.

● Talk to them about supernatural experiences with God. Use Biblical 
stories as reference and your own personal encounters as well.

● Ask them if they can share any of their own experiences with you.

● Ask them if they would like to experience more of the Holy Spirit, 
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more of Jesus or more of God in their lives. Kids can be really honest
so be prepared for a “No” or “I don't Know.”

● If they indicate an interest in receiving more from Jesus and the 
presence of the Holy Spirit then precede.

● Explain: that you will pray and invite the Holy Spirit to touch them, 
that you will then play some soft worship music in the background 
and that we will wait for ten to fifteen minutes and that will be all.

● Stay with the child (children) and lead them in individual worship 
softly. Role model yourself before them. Yield to the Holy Spirit. Sing 
to the Lord softly. Sing or pray in other languages as the Holy Spirit 
leads or enables you. Be sensitive to distractions and try to be 
preventative here. Kids will be kids so encourage them to talk to 
Jesus. Be sensitive to their needs. Make bathroom trips before you 
start etc. Don't leave the T.V. Running in the next room.

● Cultivate these times by doing it often. The Holy Spirit will reveal 
Himself to them and yourself. These times could be followed up with 
dialogue on what they experienced and what you experienced. 
Remember to keep these special times within the time frame 
suggested above. If they are able to keep focused for longer then 
that is fine. Watch their body language for limitations.

You as a parent will see many benefits surfacing within your children as 
you take time with them. Don't wait for Halloween with all its scary occult 
stuff to sweep them away. The Lord has a better plan. Start His plan before
Halloween and continue after. Make it a regular parent/child event in your 
home. God will Honor you for doing it.
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PERSONAL PROPHECY: 
UNDERSTANDING ITS APPLICATION : Chapter 13

PROVISIONAL and CONDITIONAL CONTENT

There is something intriguing about genuine prophecy because of its 
supernatural insight. I define genuine prophecy as “prophecy activated by 
the Holy Spirit”, thus the supernatural element. There is also counterfeit 
prophecy that some people activate through dark spirits of divination. 
Today both sources have representatives speaking into the public forum. 
This chapter will address the content of genuine Holy Spirit activated 
prophecy and how many people make a critical mistake in its application.

Let me first establish a very important and fundamental fact about 
humanity. Every individual in this life has been given a unique ability to 
make choices. This power of choice can be influenced in many ways by 
personal background, present circumstances and the expectations a 
person has for the future. Power of choice is also influenced by one's 
value system. There are many exceptional examples of people who have 
risen above very negative circumstances in life because of that individuals
power of choice. How then does genuine personal prophecy fit into this 
unique capacity of choice?

Genuine personal prophecy is always provisional and conditional. When a 
prophet or prophetess gives a word of personal prophecy,  the recipient 
must understand that he or she can see the fulfilment of that prophetic 
word by accepting it and then making room for its fulfilment. The recipient 
could also deny its fulfilment by disregarding it or dismissing it. In other 
words the Holy Spirit does not overrule the God given power of choice of 
that individual even when He is speaking through personal prophecy.

The mistake often made by immature or careless recipients is to take a 
personal word of prophecy and presume that they have no involvement or 
interaction with its fulfilment They do not position themselves in the place 
of seizing a promise, recognizing the opportunity and stepping through 
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the door when it opens for them. Some take the attitude of “ if God spoke 
this then who am I to try to make it happen..... Let God bring it to me on a 
silver platter.” The end result is that they miss the provision of the Holy 
Spirit. Prophecy brings promise and provision but every gift needs a 
receptive response coupled with active participation in its fulfilment The 
Holy Spirit has been sent to walk along side of us. His gift of prophecy is 
meant to encourage, equip and comfort us in the midst of life's journey. 
Personal prophecy can also be directive. It will do all of this only if we are 
ready to do our part.

Seeds of promise sown into a well tended garden will produce wonderful 
results. Neglect of that same garden will only produce a weed choked 
mess of unfulfilled disappointment. My advice is to receive words of 
personal prophecy and then expectantly position yourself to step through 
its doors of opportunities. One final word of advice. Use discretion as well 
by using trustworthy prophetic sources.
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Prophecy : Invoking Blessing : Chapter 14

Breaking the Cycle of Misfortune.

Meet the ordinary men and women walking along any street and interview 
them. Your notes from those dialogues would be filled with individual 
stories of struggle, loss, hardship and concern about their future.

Some would have experienced a measure of success only to see it 
moderate and then ebb away. Success usually comes because of learnt 
skills, innovative business / financial planning and focused efforts. These 
attributes create opportunities for success. In this chapter I will address 
the power of invoking blessing. Releasing blessing will impart the 
supernatural favour of God into the work of your hands. This forgotten rite
is being re discovered and will benefit those that practise it. Its 
supernatural power will break the cycle of misfortune.

Let me reference this subject first by saying every generation will reap 
what it sows. Good deeds bring good harvest. Bad deeds bring bad 
harvest. You and I get our run at life just like our ancestors before us had 
theirs. Often what we don't realize is that generational curses descend 
from ancestors into our time frame and bring results that plague us until 
they are broken. Things like physical conditions, poverty, oppressive traits
are evidence of this. Some will say “It runs in our family.” but this can be 
supernaturally repaired and that is what I want to address.

When someone comes into faith and puts their trust in the Lord Jesus as 
their personal Savior He  removes the guilt of their sin. We then come into 
relationship because of His redemptive work. His Holy Spirit comes to live 
within us and we have the true choice of walking with Him in relationship.

He reveals a very powerful provision for us in the scriptures. Read 
(click)Numbers 6 : 23 to 27 in the Holy Bible. Here God speaks to Moses 
and gives instruction to Aaron the High Priest. He tells him how to impart 
blessings. He gives a sample of invoking the blessing and then says “In 
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this way you will place the Name of God on these people and  God will 
bless them.” Doing this releases the supernatural power of the Holy Spirit 
and brings great blessing. His power vetoes  generational curses so that a
new season begins in our lives.

Speak this blessing regularly: (Customize it for your self by inserting your 
name or your family names in place of the word you. God says He will 
place His name on the recipient and bless them. The cycle of misfortune 
will be broken.)

“May the Lord bless you and keep you. May the Lord cause His face to 
shine upon you and be gracious to you. May the Lord lift up His 
countenance on you and give you peace, prosperity, safety, health and 
success.”

My advice is that we should memorize this specific passage of scripture 
and then speak it over our health, our finances, our family,our children, 
our home, our vehicle, our plans for the day and our future. Doing this will 
break the cycle of misfortune stalking us and bring us into a time of 
increase and goodness.  We will also need wisdom to steward what comes
upon our lives because distractions and pride can rise when we have 
incurred abundance. Don't let history repeat itself. 
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PROPHETIC APPLICATIONS: Chapter 15

SUPERNATURAL TOUCH  DIAGNOSIS and IMPARTATION

This whole area is an intriguing area but becoming very common among 
those gifted with prophetic abilities. Essentially this phenomena is the 
ability to place ones hands on someone and give an accurate diagnosis of 
any maladies, diseases or infirmity that person may have. Accuracy levels 
are increasing in this frontier and this phase is usually followed up with a 
2nd phase and that is impartation of healing. These gifts come because of 
the supernatural abilities of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit is the Third 
Member of the Triune God. A prophecy made 2,000 years ago stated that 
when the Holy Spirit comes He would take what belongs to the Father God 
and make it known to us. (click) John 16:15 These two supernatural 
abilities are being released again today because of need and because of 
people willing to take risk. Risk of being criticized as being strange. 
Bravery and confidence will however, overcome fear and bring great 
breakthroughs in the supernatural.

When developing your prophetic gifts there are some important indicators 
that you need to recognize. This article will address those indicators. 

Let me mention firstly, the word of knowledge. A word of knowledge is 
supernatural knowledge that is given to you from the Holy Spirit. A 
specific word of knowledge could come to you via a mental picture, a 
literal word describing a condition that is impressed on your mind, a 
detailed thought pattern, an audible voice or even experiencing the 
symptoms of someone before you. This last category is where 
supernatural touch diagnosis fits in. As an example, if you shook hands 
with someone and at that moment you felt some degree of an illness, 
disease or pain then it would indicate that the prophetic gift of 
supernatural touch diagnosis was happening through you. At that point, 
you can respond by saying to the person do you experience such and 
such conditions. Describe what you felt and then offer to impart healing to 
them.
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The 2nd phase of impartation for healing is just as intriguing as the word of 
knowledge. The key to all of this is having the Holy Spirit in your life and 
learning how to follow His lead. It is reasonable to conclude that if the Holy
Spirit has given you a word of knowledge then it is also certain that He will
release supernatural healing through you. Remember He is the giver of 
supernatural gifts. You are not the source, He is. You and I are the vessel 
being used or the channel through which He chooses to operate through. 
So when you get the word of knowledge in whatever form it may be, then 
you should offer to pray for the healing of that person on the spot. This 
doesn't need to be a long winded prayer and exercise. Simply saying as 
Jesus often did, “Be healed” is often all that is needed.

There are many readers that will have experienced latent and the early 
indicators of supernatural touch diagnosis and healing impartation. My 
advice is to pursue this and make room for their development. Others will 
need your gifts in their time of need.
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Prev..... Next

Prophecy: 
Second Heaven Authority : Chapter 16

Disarming Evil Strategies

In this chapter I want to address hexes, curses, and other tactics of the 
dark side. First, let me say that there are different spiritual realms. 
Terminology may vary from various sources so let me put some 
definitions on what I am speaking about. In scriptural prophetic terms I 
want to define the first heaven as the natural skies and universe that is 
visible with the natural eye. The second heaven is the realm that angels 
pass through in transfer between natural earth and the third heaven where 
God dwells and all those redeemed in heaven. The second heaven is a 
realm where evil principalities also reside and operate from. Prophetic 
people will often be escorted under the protection of the Holy Spirit into 
the second heaven to observe demonic activity and plans. The purpose of 
this insertion by the Holy Spirit is to reveal the enemies plans and equip 
us to veto them.

Now here is how to disarm those strategies of the enemy. The devil is 
given strength to operate because of sin. Sin in an individuals life 
becomes an entrance for attacks meant to deceive, enslave or curse in 
some measure. However, for those who have a personal living relationship
with Jesus Christ there is cleansing because of our faith in His blood that 
cleanses every sin. Knowing this truth gives a blood washed believer 
authority to reject curses of the devil or curses spoken through people 
against the believer. However, if believers don't know this information then
they can be deceived into a default position and vulnerable to demonic 
curses. The devil deals in deception and lies. He will attack if we are 
unaware of the truth even if we are without sin because of the Blood of 
Jesus.

It is important therefore to have a Biblical base knowledge of truth. 
Specifically, that you are forgiven, that you belong to God and that through
His strength can overcome everything the enemy brings against you. A 
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Believer in Christ Jesus has been given authority to veto the devils plans 
against them. Read (click) Matthew 10:1 and Mark 16:20 for this mandate. 
Also 1 John 4:4 indicates the same position of authority. Authority must be
exercised.

When the Holy Spirit gives you a second heaven escort and the enemies 
plans are revealed to you then you can cancel the devils plans, curses and
hexes. You do this by saying “In the authority of Jesus Christ and His 
blood I cancel and veto the plans of the devil against me. I release the 
blessing and favour of God in its place and I thank you Father in Heaven 
for your provision. Amen.”

Prophetically, God wants us to come up higher into the third heaven where
we can sit down with Christ and receive revelation for earth's journey. 
Ephesians 2:6 speaks of this place. From this heavenly place we have the 
mandate to release Heaven into earth.
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Prev..... Next

Prophecy : 
Releasing Supernatural Power : Chapter 17

His Anointing is for you too. 

The word anointing means “power” and comes to all who ask for more of 
the Holy Spirit's Presence. I experienced a vision a few years ago. Jesus 
appeared clothed in brilliant white with radiating light beams shining 
around Him. He was elevated above everything else that existed. In this 
vision I saw that all His attributes were in His very Presence. By that I 
mean for instance, that healing is within Him not something that He 
has to go to the supply room to retrieve so He can give it to someone 
in need. In the same way every other provision needed by believers 
was not an item on the shelf awaiting for delivery but all these were in 
Him. Not separate, but in Him and part of Him. 

The source of your anointing is Christ but is delivered by the Holy 
Ghost within you. The name of Christ means Anointed One. 
Every place in scripture where His Name is used, it is a reminder of 

His great office and power. He is also Jesus (Savior) and Lord 
(Master) Jesus stills asks the question of His followers today: Who do you 
say I am? Your answer to this question could well determine your place in 
eternity. It is that important. The answer to this vital question will also 
dictate as to how you live this life on earth. Are you a " Christ-One ? 
" (Christian?) 

If we are a Christian then we should be like him, for Christ is in us 
and the Holy Spirit will exalt Christ through us. 

This promise of the anointing coming upon you is for today. It is so 
precious. Once touched by the Holy Spirit's presence as He comes 
upon you, nothing else will ever fulfil the cry of your inner spirit. Peter
the apostle, under the power of the Holy Spirit said that this anointing 
was for all that the Lord would call.(click) Acts 2:39 Are you part of the 
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Body of Christ? If you are, you have a ministry function or role 
in His Body. Yes you do! 

Every person as a born again believer has purpose, calling and 
function and is a member of Christ's church. The anointing of the 
Holy Spirit on your life will take you into a dimension of supernatural 
power that will empower you to fulfil your role as if Christ Himself 
were doing it with the abilities He has. Think of this for a moment. Let 
this become the inner image of who you are in Christ and what this 
anointing can do through you. 

The anointing will lift burdens from you and destroy yokes of 
oppression that are over you. Every work of the enemy will be 
destroyed by this power from the Holy Ghost.  Yes, where the 
Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty from everything that oppresses. 
What victory there is in this anointing. 

Not long ago, the Lord gave my wife and I the opportunity to speak in 
Brazil. 
Some of those meetings were so saturated with His anointing. 
Spiritual hunger draws the anointing of the Lord into meetings. In 
some of those meetings people were overwhelmed by His power and 
collapsed to the ground. These were definitely not courtesy falls. 
They were laying all over the ground in the tent completely overpowered 
by the Holy Spirit. Those trying to get up staggered like drunken sailors 
only to fall again. Laughter was everywhere. People were shaking under 
His power. Ushers were carrying people to the sides so others could come
forward. We prayed for more than 500 people that night. Some of these 
people looked like they were being violently electrocuted by the Lord. 
They of course were fine but experienced great deliverances and 
impartation of power. Many were healed. Some were stuck to the floor and 
couldn’t get up. Many had visions. Some sobbed and others danced in His 
Presence. Young people got saved and delivered from drugs. This is what 
the anointing does. It releases Heaven into earth. It is glorious and 
wonderful. 

In another location in Brazil when I gave a prophetic word about God 
releasing an anointing for intercession before the interpreter could 
translate my words, twenty or so people were violently knocked out of 
their chairs down to the floor and began to weep, scream and pray 
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earnestly for God’s will to be done on earth. It was like a hand 
grenade had been thrown into the meeting. Folding chairs scattered 
everywhere when these people were taken into intercession by the 
Holy Spirit. The Lord did incredible things in those meetings. The 
Holy Spirit is powerful. When He works we call it His anointing. 

In Africa I have talked with one pastor who was raised from the dead. 
Many others have experienced the same resurrections. God is doing 
great and mighty works. Blind eyes are being opened, deaf ears hear 
and lame people are walking. This is real stuff. Not fabricated lies. His 
anointing is as real today as it was when Jesus was anointed with the 
Holy Spirit’s power and went about doing good. It is for today and 
available for today. May the Lord impart His anointing even now into 
you. May you experience the prophetic realm and engage His supernatural
power.

One of my books entitled “ THE KING'S TREASUREY” covers this subject 
more fully and is available through the website. (click to connect if you are
On Line)

www.restorationplaceministries.com

http://www.restorationplaceministries.com/
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Prev.... Next

Prophecy: 
The Success Factor: Chapter 18

Successful Leaders Possess the Future. Prophecy helps them maintain 
their course.

Immediate, short term and long term plans plus implementing them is part 
of the human journey. This process could include caring for the needs of a
family to a high level corporate strategy. Let me take the initiative here and
name such areas as recreational, educational, research, financial, careers, 
global issues, human suffering and the spiritual needs of mankind. There 
of course are wide ranges of application with every  life situation. 
Prophesy can bring a supernatural edge into life's journey that will ensure 
success. Few have made this discovery but the supernatural application 
of prophecy is now poised to impact society in unprecedented ways. 
When it does it will bring great advantages to those who access this 
prophetic resource.

First let me describe a leader as someone who takes initiative to resolve 
lives journey rather than someone who lets circumstances dictate that 
journey and because of that initiative the journey takes him or her where 
they intended. The difficulty with life's journey is the unpredictable and 
untimely  circumstances that intrude into our lives. Most of us have had 
set backs that came at us. We learn to survive and go on but what if we 
were able to tap into a supernatural GPS (global positioning system) that 
would successfully navigate us through these unpredictable events and 
turn them into opportunities to our advantage? Prophesy is that 
navigation system because it brings a supernatural resource to us that 
shifts us into a position where we gain instead of lose.

Are you ready for this? It takes willingness to learn the quick changes in 
information technology (IT) if we are to keep pace in that field. So it is with 
prophecy. There is a learning curve but it brings results that are more than
trendy. They are cutting edge. The results of being in step with a working 
prophetic resource assures success. The prophetic gift of the Holy Spirit 
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can equip us for the most difficult of life's challenges and bring us into 
high gain positions. We need to learn how to listen, hear, understand and 
then implement what is being made available through the prophetic. 

My advice is to read and review the writings or words of trustworthy 
prophetic people. Resource their websites and newsletters so you have a 
finger on the pulse of what's happening in the prophetic realm. Wisdom 
will come and that leads to understanding and then implementation in 
your life.

 STEWARDING THE SECRETS OF THE HEART is

THE SECRET TO SUCCESS FOR THE PROPHET AND PROPHETESS.

The unique wisdom and discernment that attends the gift of prophecy also
brings with it accountability.
Prophecy opens the doors of the human heart and unravels mysteries 
held deep within the human spirit. The gift of prophecy can diagnose and 
remedy human heart conditions. In doing this, prophecy can empower the 
recipient and initiate positive change for them. Therefore the prophet can 
truly be a God sent blessing to many. However, the responsibilities that 
attend revealing the secrets of the heart must be taken seriously by those 
exercising prophetic gifts or what they carry will be taken from them and 
released  to others.

Confidentiality, trustworthiness and honestly must all be key components 
of the prophets life. Motivation for pursuing and releasing prophetic power
must always be directed by love, concern and caring. There is safety when
these motivational characteristics are demonstrated through the prophet. 
It is so true that power can corrupt and absolute power can absolutely 
corrupt. However, operating with the motivational elements of love, 
concern and caring for others will spare the prophetic person from this 
major pitfall.

Furthermore, the secrets of another's heart may in fact contain 
experiences and memories that can be very difficult for the prophetic 
person to cope with. The expectations of others for prophetic words can 
exact a heavy toll on even the most seasoned prophetess. Demonstrating 
love, concern and caring will make it much easier. The prophet or 
prophetess will successfully overcome the human demands placed on 
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them because of their gift, if they learn this valuable lesson and walk in it.

The underlying question in all of this is how to maintain these motivational
characteristics on a consistent basis. The source of genuine prophetic 
gifts are found in the Holy Spirit and He also is where the motivational 
elements are found. Along with asking for greater prophetic abilities we 
must ask for an increase of these motivational characteristics.

The Prophet's role may include 5 to 10 % foretelling of future events with 
the remaining 90% and larger portion of their prophetic gift being used to 
build up, encourage and comfort others. Keep this in mind and look at 
your long term success as a prophetic person. What motivates your heart 
and how you love and care for others will keep a steady stream of seekers 
coming your way. This more excellent way will preserve you from “Here 
today and gone tomorrow”
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Prev.... Next

Prophecy: The spirit of Prophecy : Chapter 19

Core values are still important today in the realm of prophecy. There are 
many voices speaking into the prophetic arena and unfortunately there is 
a varied mix of quality that ranges from bad to excellent. This article 
addresses those core values and how following them will raise a prophetic
word into the class of excellence. A dilemma exists because God demands
excellence but works through people that have imperfect traits in 
character, motives and thought filters. However, the Holy Spirit can help 
raise the prophetic gift in your life to a higher level of quality, if you permit 
Him to lead you. Let's examine these core values closely.

First, let me bring focus to the subject. There are predictions made daily 
by those promoting horoscopes, occult themes, witchcraft and other 
deceptive teachings. There can be a definite supernatural reality to these 
but they are anchored in the dark kingdom of Satan. These prophetic 
voices bring deception, curses and confusion to those that promote them 
and those that receive them, so I place these at the very lowest end of the 
evaluation scale. In this article, I am addressing core values as related to 
the gift of prophecy that the Holy Spirit is releasing.

There is a defining quote I must refer to from the Book of Revelation in 
your Bible. Revelation 19:10 states, “ for the testimony of Jesus is the 
spirit of prophecy” This means that the content of an excellent prophetic 
word must bring focus to the person of Jesus Christ and subsequently 
lead people into a deeper encounter and relationship with Him. To achieve 
that level of excellence, the prophet must seek for and maintain a deep 
spiritual relationship with the Lord. He or she must know the heart, the 
character and the mind of the Lord Jesus. Some will dismiss this as being 
impossible but it is a written promise within God's word and therefore 
possible because of the Holy Spirit's Presence within the Believer. The 
Holy Spirit has been sent from the Heavenly Father to reveal Jesus to you. 
He is able to not only reveal the person of Jesus to you but what is on His 
mind and heart for that specific prophetic word. When that level of 
revelation belongs to you, your gift of prophecy will function on a much 
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higher level. This means that personal knowledge of Jesus is vitally 
important.

How do you increase your knowledge of Jesus? You must spend time with
Him. Invite the Holy Spirit to bring understanding to you while reading 
about the life and ministry of Jesus in the Gospels. Watch for what 
motivated Jesus in ministry. Notice what He responded to and 
commended in others. Identify His purpose in ministry, His traits and His 
goals. Ask the Holy Spirit for inspiration and understanding. You will find 
revelation when you approach prophecy on this level.

It is also important that you understand who He is and His mission. Jesus 
Christ is the only given Son of God. He came to earth as God but took 
upon Himself the form of mankind. He came to demonstrate the love and 
mercy of God. He healed the sick, raised the dead and set many free from 
demonic oppression. He only said what He heard the Father saying and 
only did what the Father wanted done. He also came to satisfy God the 
Father's demand for justice. The price of sin had to be paid and Jesus paid
that redemptive price by shedding His blood on a cross of death. He spent 
three days in the grave and was resurrected so that all who believe on Him
might be saved. He later ascended back to Heaven to be seated on the 
right hand of God the Father. An excellent prophetic word will be anchored
on these truths, operate out of these truths and bring people into an 
experience with these truths. If you lose that focus your prophetic words 
can easily drift into sensationalism, speculation and fantasy.

Demonstrating excellence in the prophetic gift also means you will 
encourage, instruct and comfort people. Your word will encourage them to
seek after God and His kingdom and it will instruct them in developing 
spiritual maturity. It will also comfort them in the context of their journey 
with God in a very troubled world.

Prophecy may not but often does reveal future events. This is probably 
what most people equate prophecy with but it is only one aspect of this 
supernatural gift. Wisdom and caution is needed here. The down side of 
the predictive element is that people can easily become distracted from 
God and attracted to the prediction or the one giving it. Therefore, you 
need to ask the Holy Spirit to give you wisdom in what and how you share 
predictions about future events. I believe God is releasing many predictive
words over the nations in this season. These predictions always carry a 
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promise. Even if the prediction forecasts some calamity, God will provide 
room for mercy and a change of plans, if people will turn to Him in prayer 
and away from their evil behaviour. Again it bears repeating that the 
prophet must know the heart of God even in predicting calamities. God 
has eternity in mind and if all else fails to get the attention of mankind, He 
prefers to shake them up so they get serious about their eternal well being
rather than seeing them go into eternal torment. His love reaches out even
in judgement. Judgement will come upon sin but God may choose to use 
desperate circumstances when necessary, to bring men back to the reality 
of how short this life is in comparison to eternity. If they fail to follow after 
Him by putting their trust in Jesus as Lord and Saviour, then they have 
chosen eternal separation from God by default.

In summary, excellence in prophecy means you as a prophet will speak 
with love and mercy; not in anger or harshness. Your prophetic messages 
will also encourage, instruct and comfort people. You may or may not 
predict future events. Finally, your prophet ministry should be prompted 
and lead by the Holy Spirit; reflecting the heart, thoughts and wisdom of 
the Lord. Pursuing these core values will raise your prophetic ministry 
into excellence. The Holy Spirit will lead you into an intimate knowledge of
the Father's heart as you spend time with Him and He will give you deep 
prophetic encounters with His supernatural Presence. This is the spirit of 
prophecy. Core values are important, so embrace them with God's help in 
your prophetic ministry.

May His goodness and mercy overtake you today.
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Prev.... Home

Prophecy: 
Embraced by Father God: Chapter 20

Finding Your Prophetic Destiny.

Prophecy released by the Holy Spirit is the voice of Father God. He is 
definitely speaking into today's world. His voice can be observed through 
creation,  read in the scriptures, echoed through His people and heard by  
the ears of the human spirit. Clearly, we are in a time when anyone who 
wants to hear can hear what the Spirit of God is saying. The question 
arises “ What is Father God saying and how does the message relate to 
me? “ I will address this in this chapter.

Individual prophet and prophetess are unique in their style, format and 
means of delivering a prophetic message. The uniqueness of their specific
role blends an interesting variety into the prophetic platform. The variety 
however, should not distract the listener from the central message of 
these God sent communiques. You will find that the core theme being 
spoken prophetically today comes from the heart of the Father in Heaven. 

His words are laden with invitation. He is reaching out with tenderness and
love. In wrath He is remembering mercy. There is compassion and love 
flowing from His heart toward all who will listen and receive. His arms are 
open wide to those journeying on this planet. He wants to embrace the 
broken hearted, heal the wounded, restore strength to the weak and uplift 
those that are under heavy burdens. He is speaking out with a willingness 
to forgive our trespasses, our sins and our failures.  There is a sense of 
urgency and intensity in what is being spoken through the prophetic voice
of the Holy Spirit. 

It is not only about our needs and cares but about the longing of His heart.
The longing of His heart is to restore relationship with all those who 
respond to Him. He is inviting us to come into His embrace, into spiritual 
intimacy with Him. A place unseen with natural eye but very very real. A 
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relationship where we walk with Him and He walks with us. A place of 
knowing His love, His words, His touch and Presence in tangible ways. 

You see, He loves you deeply. Enough to look beyond your failures and 
still call you to move forward into your destiny. He is willing to forgive 
your sins because of the blood of Jesus given on the cross. If you confess
those sins, He is willing to forgive and cleanse you. Then He invites you 
into the deep chambers of His heart and to know Him.

I personally have experienced His power coming on me many many times. 
Sometimes His power feels like electricity but not destructive. Sometimes 
His Presence feels like liquid love flowing through every cell of my being. I
have felt the fire of His Presence burning so intensely that I thought I 
would melt away. I have cried in His Presence, laughed with Him, felt a 
small measure of His sorrow and pain as He looked over the earth and 
together we listened to the cries of agony and suffering. At other times  I 
have experienced deep deep joy and peace. He is living, intense, 
awesome, Holy but not far off. 

The prophets are inviting you into His embrace. It is there that you will find
your resting place and your destiny. There you find fulfilment, completion 
and purpose. There you will find favour and provision.
He is still coming with good news and doing supernatural works for those 
who will embrace Him and believe. Enter into your destiny. Allow Him to 
embrace you. Rise to the place you were called to be in.
Turn your face toward Him and be transformed into His Image. (click) 2 
Corinthians 3: 16,17,18.

This ends our Journey through Prophecy... Increasing the Seer Anointing. 
Pursue the Presence of the Holy Spirit with all your heart. For He longs to 
take you very deep into His Presence and reveal the secrets of the 
Kingdom of Heaven. Jesus states that “the secrets of the Kingdom of 
Heaven have been given to you.” Matthew 13:11. May you be blessed in 
your pursuit.

Amen

Much Love in Jesus,

Keith and LaQueta Paul
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Holy Spirit Promises.
Return

Mat 3:11  I am baptizing you with water as a token of repentance, but the 
one who is coming after me is stronger than I am, and I am not worthy to 
carry his sandals. It is he who will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire.
Mat 3:12  His winnowing fork is in his hand. He will clean up his threshing 

floor and gather his grain into the barn, but he will burn the chaff with 
inextinguishable fire." 

John 7:38  The one who believes in me, as the Scripture has said, will have
rivers of living water flowing from his heart." 
John 7:39  Now he said this about the Spirit, whom those who were 

believing in him were to receive. For the Spirit was not yet present, 
because Jesus had not yet been glorified. 

Act 1:3  After he had suffered, he had shown himself alive to them by 
many convincing proofs, appearing to them through a period of forty days 
and telling them about the kingdom of God. 
Act 1:4  While he was meeting with them, he ordered them, "Do not leave 

Jerusalem, but wait for the Father's promise, about which you heard me
speak. 

Act 1:5  For John baptized with water, but you will be baptized with the 
Holy Spirit not many days from now." 

Act 1:6  Now those who had come together began to ask him, "Lord, is this
the time when you will restore the kingdom to Israel?" 

Act 1:7  He answered them, "It is not for you to know what times or 
periods the Father has set by his own authority. 
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Act 1:8  But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you, 
and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, 
and to the ends of the earth." 

Act 2:38  Peter answered them, "Repent and be baptized, every one of you,
in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins. Then you will 
receive the Holy Spirit as a gift. 
Act 2:39  For this promise belongs to you and your children, as well as to 

all those who are far away, whom the Lord our God may call to himself."

Act 19:2  and asked them, "Did you receive the Holy Spirit when you 
believed?" They answered him, "No, we haven't even heard that there is a 
Holy Spirit." 
Act 19:3  He then asked, "Then into what were you baptized?" They 

answered, "Into John's baptism." 
Act 19:4  Then Paul said, "John baptized with a baptism of repentance, 

telling the people to believe in the one who was to come after him, that 
is, in Jesus." 

Act 19:5  On hearing this, they were baptized in the name of the Lord 
Jesus. 

Act 19:6  When Paul laid his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came on them, 
and they began to speak in tongues and to prophesy. 

Chapter One   

Back 
John 5:1  Later on, there was a festival of the Jews, and Jesus went up to 
Jerusalem. 
John 5:2  Near the Sheep Gate in Jerusalem is a pool called Bethesda in 

Hebrew. It has five colonnades, 
John 5:1  Later on, there was a festival of the Jews, and Jesus went up to 

Jerusalem. 
John 5:4  For at certain times an angel of the Lord would go down into the 

pool and stir up the water. And the one who stepped in first after the 
stirring of the water was healed of whatever disease he had. 

John 5:5  One particular man was there who had been ill for thirty-eight 
years. 

John 5:6  When Jesus saw him lying there and knew that he had already 
been there a long time, he said to him, "Do you want to get well?" 

Dan 10:5  I lifted up my eyes and looked, and behold, a man clothed in 
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linen, with a belt of fine gold from Uphaz around his waist. 
Dan 10:6  His body was like beryl, his face like the appearance of lightning,

his eyes like flaming torches, his arms and legs like the gleam of 
burnished bronze, and the sound of his words like the sound of a 
multitude. 

Act 10:9  The next day, as they were on their journey and approaching the 
city, Peter went up on the housetop about the sixth hour to pray. 
Act 10:10  And he became hungry and wanted something to eat, but while 

they were preparing it, he fell into a trance 
Act 10:11  and saw the heavens opened and something like a great sheet 

descending, being let down by its four corners upon the earth. 
Act 10:12  In it were all kinds of animals and reptiles and birds of the air. 
Act 10:13  And there came a voice to him: "Rise, Peter; kill and eat." 
Act 10:14  But Peter said, "By no means, Lord; for I have never eaten 

anything that is common or unclean." 
Act 10:15  And the voice came to him again a second time, "What God has 

made clean, do not call common." 
Act 10:16  This happened three times, and the thing was taken up at once 

to heaven. 

Chapter Two

Back

Hab 2:1  I will take my stand at my watch post and station myself on the 
tower, and look out to see what he will say to me, and what I will answer
concerning my complaint. 

Hab 2:2  And the LORD answered me: "Write the vision; make it plain on 
tablets, so he may run who reads it. 

Hab 2:3  For still the vision awaits its appointed time; it hastens to the 
end--it will not lie. If it seems slow, wait for it; it will surely come; it will 
not delay. 

Hab 2:4  "Behold, his soul is puffed up; it is not upright within him, but the 
righteous shall live by his faith. 

Hab 2:14  For the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the 
LORD as the waters cover the sea. 

Hab 3:19  GOD, the Lord, is my strength; he makes my feet like the deer's; 
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he makes me tread on my high places. To the choirmaster: with stringed
instruments. 

Chapter 3
Back

Eph 1:18  Then, with the eyes of your hearts enlightened, you will know the
hope of his calling, the riches of his glorious inheritance among the saints,
Eph 1:19  and the unlimited greatness of his power for us who believe, 

according to the working of his mighty strength, 
Eph 1:20  which he put to work in Christ when he raised him from the dead

and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly realm. 

Chapter 8
Back

1Co 12:1  Now concerning spiritual gifts, brothers, I don't want you to be 
ignorant. 
1Co 12:2  You know that when you were gentiles, you were enticed and led

away to idols that couldn't even speak. 
1Co 12:3  Therefore, I want you to know that no one who is speaking by 

God's Spirit can say, "Jesus is cursed," and no one can say, "Jesus is 
Lord," except by the Holy Spirit. 

1Co 12:4  Now there are varieties of gifts, but the Spirit is the same; 
1Co 12:5  and there are varieties of ministries, but the Lord is the same; 
1Co 12:6  and there are varieties of results, but God is the same, and it is 

he who produces all the results in everyone. 
1Co 12:7  To each person has been given the ability to display the Spirit 

for the common good. 
1Co 12:8  To one has been given a message of wisdom by the Spirit; to 

another the ability to speak with knowledge according to the same 
Spirit; 

1Co 12:9  to another faith by the same Spirit; to another gifts of healing by 
that one Spirit; 

1Co 12:10  to another miraculous results; to another prophecy; to another 
the ability to distinguish between spirits; to another various kinds of 
tongues; and to another the interpretation of tongues. 

1Co 12:11  But one and the same Spirit produces all these results and 
gives what he wants to each person. 
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1Co 12:12  For just as the body is one and yet has many parts, and all the 
parts of the body, though many, form one body, so it is with Christ. 

Chapter 14
Back

Num 6:22  And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying, 
Num 6:23  Speak unto Aaron and unto his sons, saying, On this wise ye 

shall bless the children of Israel: ye shall say unto them, 
Num 6:24  Jehovah bless thee, and keep thee: 
Num 6:25  Jehovah make his face to shine upon thee, and be gracious 

unto thee: 
Num 6:26  Jehovah lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee 

peace. 
Num 6:27  so shall they put my name upon the children of Israel; and I will 

bless them. 

Chapter 15
Back

John 16:15  All that the Father has is mine. That is why I said, 'He will take 
what is mine and declare it to you.' 

Chapter 16
Back

Mat 10:1  Then Jesus called his twelve disciples to him and gave them 
authority over unclean spirits, so that they could drive them out and 
heal every disease and every illness.

Mar 16:20  The disciples went out and preached everywhere, while the 
Lord kept working with them and confirming the message by the signs 
that accompanied it. 

1Jn 4:4  Little children, you belong to God and have overcome them, 
because the one who is in you is greater than the one who is in the 
world. 

Eph 2:4  But God, who is rich in mercy, because of his great love for us 
Eph 2:5  even when we were dead because of our offences, made us alive 

together with Christ (by grace you have been saved), 
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Eph 2:6  raised us up with him, and seated us with him in the heavenly 
realm in Christ Jesus, 

Eph 2:7  so that in the coming ages he might display the limitless riches of
his grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus. 

Chapter 17
Back

Act 2:38  Peter answered them, "Repent and be baptized, every one of you,
in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins. Then you 
will receive the Holy Spirit as a gift. 

Act 2:39  For this promise belongs to you and your children, as well as to 
all those who are far away, whom the Lord our God may call to himself."

Chapter 20
Back

2Co 3:16  But whenever a person turns to the Lord, the veil is removed. 
2Co 3:17  Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Lord's Spirit is, there is

freedom. 
2Co 3:18  As all of us reflect the glory of the Lord with unveiled faces, we 

are being transformed into the same image with ever-increasing glory 
by the Lord's Spirit. 
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We are delighted to serve Him wherever He gives us opportunity. We are 
open to the Doors of Invitation the Holy Spirit and God's people make 
available for us to minister through.

Please contact us if the Lord is speaking to you about Hosting our 
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